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Myth 1 

Investors need incentives – if they do, then 

perhaps they are not the investors you want. 

Truths 
Investors seek an investment environment that 
minimises their exposure and risk. 
Investors are often unaware of the long term 
and comprehensive nature of exposure, risks 
and benefits. 
Investors seek profit maximisation, but 
timescale for returns can vary. 
Where risk is perceived to be high, investors 
may seek to minimise their exposure through 
co-investment.  

Private sector investors 
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Myth 2 
Investors are environmental, social and 
cultural vandals.  

Truths 
Some are, but the investors you want know 
that environmental, social and cultural health 
are the tourism products their clients seek. 
Investors are rarely specialists in 
environmental, social and cultural protection; 
they will respond positively to clear 
guidelines. 
Investors will respond to positive alternatives 
that make long-term sense. 

Private sector investors 
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Myth 3 
The big investor is the best investor. 

Truths 
Big investments may attract some tourists, 
small investments are usually the attractions 
for most tourists. 
At most destinations, multiple investments, 
from big to small, are needed for success. 
Big investments can stimulate small 
investments. 
Big investments are often associated with 
profits leaking off-shore.  

Private sector investors 
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Responses 
Provide a clear and consistently-applied policy 
framework. 
Be pro-active in defining the type and location 
of developments desired. 
Give speedy approvals to proposals that align 
with the above. 
Be specific in EIA requirements focusing on 
key environmental, social and cultural 
concerns. 

Rationale 
These actions reduce uncertainty, risk and 
costs to the investor. 

Private sector investors 
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Myth 4 
Tourism is about luxury and the elite. 

Truths 
Tourism is about experiences. 
High-end tourism tends to dominate 
marketing campaigns. 
The perception is that investment in tourism 
only benefits big business. 
The non-tourism sector does not understand 
the tourism – community well-being – cultural 
enrichment – nature conservation – heritage 
protection link. 

Non-private sector investors 
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Responses 
Balance investment emphasis –  
Tourism development = Product development 
(experiences) + Infrastructure development + Support 
service development + Community capacity 
development.  

Market the diversity of products.  
Demonstrate how tourism contributes to social 
and environmental health. 
Add tourism outcomes to statistical reports  

(state of tourism = state of ‘environment’). 
Engage sectors that contribute to tourism success. 

Rationale 
Get tourism on all agendas.   

Non-private sector investors 
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Myth 5 
NGOs understand the benefits that can flow 
from tourism to their interests.  

Truths 
NGOs tend to be issue-specific, focusing on 
immediate outcomes.  
Tourism indirectly contributes to the interests of 
NGOs. 

Response 
Engage NGOs as allies by highlighting the long-
term sustainability benefits of integrating 
tourism. 

Rationale 
Bust the myth. 

(Human welfare) NGO investors 
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Myth 6 
Aid agencies understand the multiple benefits 
that can flow from tourism (e.g. sustainable 

achievement of millennium goals). 

Truths 
Tourism is on the agenda of very few aid 
agencies. 
Poverty alleviation, gender equity, economic 
development, rural production, environmental 
health, education, good governance, security 
… are. 
Tourism depends on and contributes to these 
priorities. 

International aid agency investors 
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Response 
Speak aid agency language. 
Partner with focal sectors. 
Accept the role of active participant, not the 
leader, to gain the benefits. 
Gather evidence of how tourism benefits flow 
to other sectors. 

Rationale 
Bust the myth. 
Get tourism on all agendas 

International aid agency investors 
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Myth 7 
Researchers are interested in tourism 
development agendas. 

Truths 
Research institutions are interested in 
research, not aid. 
Only 1 in 1000 research articles relate to 
tourism – agriculture, environment and health are 5, 

50 and 80 times this. 

Researchers tend to follow research grant 
funding. 
Tourism research is human, not $ demanding. 

Research sector investors 
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Response 
Link tourism with other sector studies. 
Provide in-kind and logistic support. 

Rationale 
Bust the myth. 
Get tourism on all agendas. 

Research sector investors 
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Demonstrate a secure, ethical investment 
environment. 

Define ethical investment with clearly stated 
performance criteria. 

Plan for investment success – respond critically to 

investor’s agendas. 

Develop a preferred investment portfolio for 
all sectors and investment levels (don’t forget 

local and community investors). 

When co-investing clearly define what each 
partner will bring to a project. 

Monitor , evaluate and promote best-practice 
ahead of most expensive. 

Overarching responses 


